The 2012 SHPC Tobacco Giveaway
Here are the 2012 tobaccos that will be given away at the December 2012 meeting. There has to be something for just
about everyone so find a couple you like and hope for a low lottery number. Any tins not handed out in December will
be added to next years monthly raffles.
Hearth & Home Marquee - Series Fusilier's Ration (2oz)
Start with dark, smoky Cyprian Latakia, and add some of the most amazing Oriental leaf, a variety of Virginias from
around the world and a touch of unflavored black Cavendish. Then lightly scent it with an old fashioned top dressing and
hot press it to marry the flavors and mature the blend. Slice it and prepare for a smoking experience that's truly, well,
revolutionary.
Hearth & Home Marquee - Sierra Nevada (2oz)
Difficult to define, this blend contains seven different tobaccos with a flavor that is both unique and satisfying. Sierra
Nevada is perfect for a hike in the mountains or while relaxing in front of a fire. This Virginia, Oriental, Perique blend is
comples and intriguing with a hint of spice, enjoy!
Hearth & Home Marquee - Series Slice O' Gold (2oz)
Slice O' Gold brings you back when most American pipe tobacco were based on Virginia and Burley. Bright and red
Virginia form the base, and a bit of dark-fired Kentucky adds body with a hint of smokiness. The blend is then hot
pressed with a subtle, dark, stewed fruit essence, to create a subtly-sweet mixture that can be smoked all day long. Join
the forty-niners for a Slice O' Gold!
A.S.P. Blend of the Year - Thornhill Mixture (2oz)
A pipe tobacco blend for the ages. White Burley forms the base for this flavorful blend, while Red Virginia adds a subtle
sweetness, and finally a pinch of Perique is added for a nice "Zing". It is a mildly sweet, nutty mix with a zesty touch. The
room aroma is intoxicating and provides a perfect all day smoke!
Captain Earle's - Diamond Head (2oz)
Hermit Tobacco introduces Diamond Head as the latest addition to the popular Captain Earle Series. As is usual with
Hermit blends, Diamond Head is a VERY full English blend certain to satisfy the lovers of Latakia
GL Pease - JackKnife Plug (2oz)
The first in the New World Series from GL Pease, JackKnife Plug is an all natural blend of dark-fired Kentucky leaf and
red, ripe Virgina tobaccos layered on a central core of golden flue-cured leaf. The whole provides deep, earthy flavors
with a hint of bright sweetness. The tobaccos are pressed and matured in cakes before being cut into 2oz blocks.
JackKnife is a stout blend with the dark-fired leaf adding a subtle smokiness and a finish reminiscent of dark chocolate
while the Virginia tobaccos provide a sturdy backbone. Slice it thick and rub it out for a ribbon cut, slice thin for a shag,
or chop it into cubes. The choice is yours and we’re sure you will savor it any way you choose.
GL Pease - Triple Play (2oz)
Triple Play follows up on the phenomenal success of JackKnife Plug. A blend of Red and bright Virginias with a bit of Dark
Fired Burley and Perique is pressed then cut into old-fashioned plugs. Rich and satisfying
McClelland/Pipes and Cigars - Lazy Day (50g)
Here's an exceptionally smooth aromatic blend made of choice Virginia, mellow, nutty Burley and lightly sweet black
Cavendish. Perfectly balanced for a remarkably pleasant taste and a wonderful aroma.
MacBaren - 7 Seas Black Blend (3.5oz)
Virginia blend, toasted to a deep black tobacco has a sweet but complex aroma and flavor
MacBaren - Dark Twist (3.5oz. tin)
The specially spiced, dark Cavendish ensures its pleasant taste and harmoniously matches the choice Virginia tobacco.

Orlik Golden Sliced (50g)
A touch of Burley adds zesty new life to the flavor of flue-cured Virginia tobacco. Tobacco cut: Traditional flake slice cut.
Tobacco Flavor/Aroma: This attractive, non-aromatic blend encompasses a delectable span of flavor intensities from
mild to medium in strength.
Brebbia - Preludio (50g)
A fine blend consisting of Virginia tobaccos from the US, high quality Macedonian tobaccos, and Syrian Latakia. An
exclusive aristocratic pipe mixture - Classic English Blend.
Solani - Blend 369 (50g)
Virginia, Burley & Cavendish with the sweetness of Perique
Prince Albert Classic Pouch (1.5oz pouch)
Prince Albert is a classic old American blend of crimp-cut Burley and Virginia tobaccos. For those of you who want a
more contemporary blend, you will love the aromatic vanilla styles!
Sillem's Black Pipe Tobacco (100g Tin)
"Extravagant" is the right word to characterize this mixture! We have revolutionized the traditional old English art of
blending. The main ingredient is the spicy, smoky latakia. By adding highly aromatic black cavendish this blend becomes
smoother and restrained, a small portion of burley is giving a slight roasted aroma, and a hint of bright Virginia brings a
subtle sweet note. Mellow, but yet full-bodied aromas of honey and fruit essences result in a really unique flavour. This
tobacco will surely delight you!
SHPC - VR Blend Bulk (2 oz)
Simply called "VR", the monogram of Victoria Regina, Queen of England which Holmes adorned his wall with while doing
a little indoor revolver practice in his rooms at Baker Street. It also stands for Virginia Rich, a pressed blend of bright,
stoved and red Virginias with a touch of unflavored Cavendish and a hint of sweet and spicy perique.
Sam Gawith - Skiff Mixture (50g)
Another Samuel Gawith original, Skiff is for the pipe smoker who appreciates the fuller flavour of an oriental blend.
Blending a variety of different styles of flue-cured tobaccos gives Skiff its characteristic yellow and brown features. Its
real identity comes with the addition of Turkish and a beautiful black cyprus Latakia giving the blend its full, round taste.
Gawith & Hoggarth - American Delight (50g)
A blend of mature, sweet Virginias, Burleys, and Cavendish tobaccos. A top note of vanilla, caramel and fresh fruits.

